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ABSTRACT
A Web page has huge information and the information in the Web pages is useful in real world applications. The additional contents in the Web page like links, footers, headers and advertisements may cause the content extraction to be complicated. Irrelevant content in the Web page is treated as noisy content. A method is necessary to extract the informative content and discard the noisy content from Web pages. An integration of textual and visual importance is used to extract the informative content from Web pages. Initially a Web page is converted in to DOM (Document Object Model) tree. For each node in the DOM tree, textual and visual importance is calculated. Textual importance and visual importance is combined to form hybrid density. Density sum is calculated and used in content extraction algorithm to extract the informative content from Web pages. Performance of Web content extraction is obtained by calculating precision, recall, f-measure and accuracy.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Huge growth of internet has made World Wide Web as a significant place for distributing and gathering information [13]. Mining the data on the Web has become a major task for locating useful information from the Web. The information’s that are considered as useful information on the Web is usually polluted by huge amounts of noise data’s such as navigation bars, advertisements, notices etc.

Performance of Web mining can be improved by identifying and discarding noises from Web pages. Effective Web data extraction requires main content (i.e. without irrelevant data) to be gathered, processed and warehoused quickly. The irrelevant data is to be removed properly and hence the main content is considered as the informative part (i.e. Topics related on the Web page) which can provide some useful information to the reader.

Content extraction techniques that extract the main content discarding unwanted data is useful for many real-world applications [7]. Numerous content extraction techniques gave poor performance since they were not able to adapt to these changes because particular HTML tags (e.g., fonts, <table> and <td>) that are utilized before are not included in recent Web pages.

In this paper, a content extraction algorithm that combines textual and visual importance to gather main content from the Web pages is proposed [4]. DOM tree construction is done using a DOM parser giving the Web page content as input which classifies the nodes (i.e. tags) using a Parent-Child relationship.

For each node, Textual information is observed through the measures - Text Density and Composite Text Density. Maximum value for text density indicates that the node represents the main content within a Web page whereas a minimum value indicates the noise. Composite Text Density calculation is done by including information about the hyperlinks. Also Visual information [12] is calculated through the visual measure - VIPS algorithm [6] which splits the Web page into blocks and calculates with the display position and size of each block in a Webpage. Finally the above stated measures are integrated and content extraction algorithm is used to gather the main content from the Web pages. The advantage is that no assumptions are made about the organization of an input Web page or about the arrangement of the tags and also the original structure of the Web page are preserved since the operation is performed using DOM tree.

The paper is organized as follows: after concise reviewing related work in Sect. 2, proposed method discussed in Sect. 3, including definitions of text density and composite text density, definition of visual importance and hybrid text density, as well as how to select the threshold and the algorithm to gather the content. Finally, conclusions and plans for future research are discussed.

2. RELATED WORK
Web Content Extraction techniques available are grouped into three major categories – Automatic Extraction, Hand-craft rules, Template detection

2.1Automatic Extraction
Christian Kohlschutter, Peter [10] - Automatic Extraction is the method of extracting the Web page data automatically. Web page segmentation is done based on three approaches - visual-based segmentation, DOM-based segmentation, and location-based segmentation.

Fankhauser, Wolfgang Nejdl [11] proposed an approach for boilerplate detection using Text features where the Text Content of a Web page is grouped into two classes - long text and short text. In systematical analysis words in the short text are removed.

Marco Baroni, Francis Chantree, Adam kilgarmiff, Serge Sharoff [2] proposed CleanEval as a shared task for cleaning arbitrary Web pages. First the data preparation is done by data selection and annotation is performed with instructions like removal of HTML/Java code or using “boilerplate” method or by basically encoding the structure of the page using minimal set of symbols to mark the different sections in a Web page such as beginning of headers, paragraphs and list elements. At last the Scoring is measured to find the similarity between the two cleaned versions of the same file.

John Gibson, Ben Wellner, Susan Lubar [5] defined a method to identify the target content in a Web page. Content
identification is done by sequence labeling method and boundary detection method. Some of the models used for sequence labeling are Maximum Entropy Markov models (MEMM), Conditional Random Fields (CRF) and Maximum Entropy Classifiers (MaxEnt).

Pinto et al., extended BTE in Document Slope Curves (DSC) method [16]. Using a windowing technique they located many document regions in which word tokens are high often than tag tokens while decreasing the complexity to linear runtime.

Mantratzis et al., presented Link Quota Filters (LQF) [15] that identifies the lists of link and navigation elements. The main plan is to identify a DOM element that has a text in hyperlink anchors.

Gottron gave the idea of Content Code Blurring (CCB) [19] which is established by identifying the regions in the source code character sequences that indicate the text that are formatted similarly.

2.2 Hand-craft rules

Hand crafted rule generates rule using string manipulation function. Hand-crafted rules cannot be applied for large number of source sets.

2.3 Template detection

Several procedures have been proposed for template detection [14]. First method uses the concept of page let to divide a Web page. A page let takes into account the count of hyperlinks in a HTML element. Template is defined as a page let where its frequency exceeds a threshold value. Second method divides the Web pages based on the Web page language tags like HTML <TABLE> tag. Third Method uses the similar partition procedure as second method. Entropy of a block is computed by extracting the keywords of each block. Templates are defined as blocks with small entropy value.

The stated proposal has two issues:

(1) Accuracy of the method depends on feature selection.

(2) To gather the features of each and every block it utilizes more time.

3. PROPOSED METHOD

Initially a Web page is transformed into DOM tree using DOM parser. The content extraction technique proposed uses a two way approach. The first approach known as Textual Information considers that noise part has short sentences comprised of less number of textual information and main part contains more number of textual information and it also has less number of hyperlinks as compared with the noise. The second approach known as Visual Information [12] considers that the main content is generally displayed in the center of a Web page.

For each nodes in the DOM tree textual and visual importance are calculated. Textual importance of a Web page is acquired by calculating text density and composite text density. Visual importance of a Web page is attained by segmenting a page using VIPS (Vision based Page Segmentation) algorithm and for each block, normal distribution is used to calculate Probability density function. Finally both are integrated to form Hybrid Density. Density Sum technique is also used which extracts integral content from a Web page. Content Extraction algorithm is used to extract the focal content of a Web page.

3.1 DOM tree

Document Object Model (DOM) [4] is a platform independent and language independent interface to access or to reform the content, style of the documents and structure. A HTML page is similar to a DOM tree whose detailed text and images are leaf nodes and tags are internal nodes.

3.2 Textual Importance

3.2.1 Text Density

In order to gather information from a Web page the textual features of both content and noise are taken into consideration [4]. It was found that the noise part has short sentences comprised of less number of textual information and main part contains more number of textual information and it also has less number of hyperlinks as compared with the noise.

A Web page is parsed using a DOM parser which is in turn represented as a DOM tree. The count of characters and tags in each node can be identified. Statistical information can be integrated to the node as follows.

– Char Number (Ci): Count of characters in each sub tree.

– Tag Number (Ti): Count of tags in each sub tree.

A ratio of the count of characters to the count of tags for a node is computed and the Text Density (TDi) is defined as follows:

$$TD_i = \frac{Ci}{Ti} \quad (1)$$

Where i is a tag in a Web page, Ci is the number of characters in the range I, Ti is the number of tags in the range i.
If the value of Ti is 0 then by default Ti value is set to be 1. TDi is a estimation of the density of all node’s text in a Web page. Initially ahead computation the style tags, the script and comment are discarded from the DOM tree since such information may affect the result.

### 3.2.2 Composite text density

In order to calculate composite text density the number of hyperlinks is considered since noise in a Web page generally consists of hyperlinks [4]. Additional statistical information per node is calculated as follows:

- Link Char Number (LCi): Count of all hyperlink characters in each sub tree.
- Link Tag Number (LTi): Count of all hyperlink tags in each sub tree.

Composite Text Density calculation is done as follows:

\[
\text{CTDi} = \frac{\text{Ci}}{\text{Ti}} \log_{\text{e}} \frac{\text{Ci} + \text{LCi} + \text{HTDi} + \text{HTDi}}{\text{Ci} + \text{LCi} + \text{HTDi} + \text{HTDi}}
\]

(2)

Where i is a tag in a Web page, Ci is the count of all characters in the range i, Ti is the count of all tags in the range i, LCi is the count of all hyperlink characters in the range i, Cb is the count of all non-hyperlink characters in the range i.

### 3.3 Visual importance

Visual importance considers the relative display positions and sizes of blocks for content extraction and is attained by implementing VIPS algorithm [6] and probability density function as follows:

#### 3.3.1 VIPS Algorithm

In Vision based Page Segmentation algorithm [6], the vision-based content organization of a Web page is attained by merging the DOM structure and the visual cues. This top-down algorithm performs in three steps: content structure construction, block extraction and separator detection. Initially the Web page is separated into many sizeable blocks and the hierarchical arrangement of this level is stored in a pool. For all big block, the identical segmentation process is iteratively done until small blocks are reached which cannot be segmented further (i.e. Degree of Coherence - DoC values are greater than pre-defined PDoC). Degree of coherence values is assigned according to its intra visual differences.

#### 3.3.2 Probability Density Function

For each block obtained from VIPS algorithm, the relative locations and size are gathered. (Block is denoted as NodeL) and its sided boundaries - xL1 and xL2 (xL2 > xL1) on the horizontal dimension are found [4].

- The area under NodeL is considered significant. The visual importance distribution is illustrated by a standard normal distribution N (0, 1). Points of xL1 and xL2 are mapped to point’s −1 and +1 on the variable axis of the standard normal distribution function, respectively.
- Based on the above stated mapping, a normal distribution N (μ, σ²) for the visual importance is generated. The mean of the distribution is assigned as μ = (xL1+xL2)/2 and variance as σ = (xL2−xL1)²/2.

The probability density function is as follows:

Normal distribution function equation

\[
F(x) = \frac{1}{\sigma \sqrt{2\pi}} e^{-\frac{(x-\mu)^2}{2\sigma^2}}
\]

(3)

Where f(x) is the probability density function as xL1 and xL2 are horizontal boundaries of the node with a largest horizontal span under the root node.

If i is a leaf node in the DOM tree and the horizontal coordinates of its displaying boundaries are x1 and x2, then its Visual Importance (VII) is as follows:

\[
\text{VII}_i = \int_{x1}^{x2} f(x) dx
\]

(4)

### 3.4 Hybrid density

Hybrid Density calculation [4] is performed based on the obtained values from textual and visual importance.

If i is a leaf node in the DOM tree, then its Char Number (Ci) is promoted to Hybrid Char Number (HCi) by setting visual importance value as weight.

\[
\text{HCi} = \text{VII} + \text{Ci}
\]

(5)

For other tag nodes, the Hybrid Char Number is defined as the sum of all its sons Hybrid Char Numbers.

If i is a node in the DOM tree, then its Hybrid Text Density (HTDi) is:

\[
\text{HTDi} = \frac{\text{HCi}}{\text{Ti}} \log_{\text{e}} \frac{\text{HCi} + \text{LCi} + \text{HTDi} + \text{HTDi}}{\text{HCi} + \text{LCi} + \text{HTDi} + \text{HTDi}}
\]

Where all the appearances of Ci are substituted by HCl, Cb and Ch for node i and the <body> tag are updated to HCl and HCh. If Ti is 0, it is set to be HCl /Ci, where Ci and HCl are the initial and the Hybrid Char Numbers, respectively.

### 3.5 Content extraction

A threshold t is determined that divides nodes into content or noise sections. The best value of the threshold is found and the content is extracted.

#### Density Sum

In some articles the main content may have abnormally low text density. If it is treated as defined, some content may be lost or some noisy nodes may be retained. Data Smoothing considers the values in the outlying ranges, increases cohesiveness within and between sections. Density Sum is based upon the fact that an information block belongs to an ancestor node in the DOM structure and also the text density of information nodes is much greater than that of noise nodes. The content block will get a maximum value if its children’s text densities are added.

If N is a tag under a Web page and i is a child of N, then N’s Density Sum is the total of all its children’s text densities:

\[
\text{DensitySum}_N = \sum_{i \in C} \text{Text Density}_i
\]

(7)

Where C is the set of N’s children and Text Density i is the text density of tag i.

Threshold

The Web page may contain many content block. In these cases the maximum Density Sum tag in the whole page is found without threshold value [4].
Then the minimum text density of the node is set in the path from the maximum Density Sum tag to <body> tag as threshold. Then for each node in the DOM tree whose text density is higher than the threshold, the same method is applied to gather the information.

Content extraction using Density Sum [4]

Algorithm 2 Pseudo code of Extract Content (N)

1 INPUT: N
2 if N.Text Density >= threshold then
3 T ← Find Max Density Sum Tag(N)
4 Mark Content (T )
5 for child node C in N do
6 Extract Content (C)
7 end for
8 end if

5. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

Performance is obtained by calculating the metrics. Metrics like precision, recall, F-measure and accuracy are used. The accuracy metric is used to measure the percentage of correct predictions for the overall data. Precision finds the fraction of records which actually turns out to be positive in the group where the classifier has declared as a positive class. Recall finds the fraction of correct instances among all instances that actually belong to a relevant subset. A measure which combines precision and recall is F-measure, which can be also known as the harmonic mean of precision and recall.

Fig 4.1 Performance comparison based on precision

Fig 4.1, gives the comparison of visual importance using VIPS and visual importance using position and size based on the metric precision. When numbers of words in a HTML file increases, precision of visual importance using VIPS is high when compared with visual importance using position and size. Based on precision, visual importance using VIPS achieves 89% whereas visual importance using position and size achieves only 81%.

Fig 4.2 Performance comparison based on recall

Fig 4.2, gives the comparison of visual importance using VIPS and visual importance using position and size based on the metric recall. When numbers of words in a HTML file increases, recall of visual importance using VIPS is high when compared with visual importance using position and size. Based on recall, visual importance using VIPS achieves 81% whereas visual importance using position and size achieves only 76%.

Fig 4.3 Performance comparison based on F-measure

Fig 4.3, gives the comparison of visual importance using VIPS and visual importance using position and size based on the metric f-measure. When numbers of words in a HTML file increases, f-measure of visual importance using VIPS is high when compared with visual importance using position and size. Based on f-measure, visual importance using VIPS achieves 80% whereas visual importance using position and recall achieves only 70%.

Fig 4.4 Performance comparison based on Accuracy
Fig 4.4, gives the comparison of visual importance using VIPS and visual importance using position and size based on the metrics accuracy. When numbers of words in a HTML file increases, accuracy of visual importance using VIPS is high when compared with visual importance using size and position. Based on accuracy, visual importance using VIPS achieves 55% whereas visual importance using size and position achieves only 53%.

6. CONCLUSION

In this paper a method for extraction of Web content proposed is based on textual and visual importance of a Web page. A Web page is translated to DOM tree and for each DOM node, textual importance and visual importance (more efficient VIPS algorithm is used for page segmentation and for each block probability density function) is calculated. Based on the textual and visual importance, a hybrid density is attained and used in content extraction algorithm to gather the main content. Performance is obtained by calculating the metrics like precision, recall, F-measure and Accuracy. Visual importance calculated using VIPS performs better than visual importance calculated using position and size of the each node.

Extraction method proposed can be used for efficient gathering of news from online news articles. Data from digital libraries. In future it can be implemented in web crawler for efficient content extraction. Instead of VIPS, ViDE algorithm can be used under visual importance to improve the accuracy of content extraction.
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